UDW+ REGISTRATION PIPELINE 
ENHANCEMENTS E-NEWSLETTER

This e-Newsletter provides the UDW+ Registration Pipeline dashboard user community with general announcements and enhancement notifications.

NEW STUDY AWAY FILTER OPTIONS

As requested, we have enhanced the UDW+ Registration Pipeline dashboard with the following new filter options:
- Study Away Agreement
- Study Away Agreement Code
- Study Away Agreement Type
- Student Academic Group
- Student Academic Group Code

These additional filters are available by clicking on the "More Search Options" check-box on the left side of the filters. You may use these filters to narrow your results accordingly, and be sure to click "Apply" to refresh your results.

ENHANCED 'STUDENT SCHOOLS' FILTER

The 'Comparative Registration (Census Day)' and 'Comparative Registration (Today)' pages now have the option to include all schools when using the 'Student Schools' filter.

NEW TO UDW+ AND THE REGISTRATION PIPELINE DASHBOARD?

If you haven’t yet familiarized yourself with the UDW+ Registration Pipeline, please login to UDW+, hover over the Dashboards menu in the global header, expand the Registration Pipeline heading, and select the Registration Pipeline link. Reference the UDW+ Registration Pipeline Dashboard Quick Start Guide for step-by-step instructions.

If you have a request for a future enhancement, questions about this enhancement or the UDW+ Registration Pipeline dashboard, please contact the Decision Support Group.
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